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Supply chains – only strong leaders need apply

An efficient supply chain can give customers a better choice of cheaper products and services. In many big firms it now constitutes the main competitive advantage. But managers find that they have to review and improve it continually to adapt it to the needs and opportunities of the organisation. And it is also an expensive asset, responsible for 40-80% of the costs of the business. To manage it, strong leaders are required, who can challenge the practices of their peers. They must work out the best strategies and decisions to benefit the enterprise as a whole.

To quote Professor Yossi Sheffi of Massachusetts Institute of Technology:

‘Making stuff - that’s easy. Supply chain, now that is really hard.’

A symphony in many movements

Thomas Friedman* described the supply chain as a ‘symphony in many movements’, its major functions - ‘buy, make, move and support’ - combining in an unbroken and never-ending cycle, round the world and round the clock:

- **Buy**
  to procure the materials and components required for finished products and services

- **Make**
  to manufacture, produce and assemble products and services

- **Move**
  to store, warehouse and transport raw materials, stock and semi-finished and finished products and to fulfill orders

- **Support**
  to repair and return products.

Each function has specific objectives for cost, service, cycle time and quality. They depend on the operating constraints and opportunities that the aims and circumstances of the enterprise afford.

The supply chain can help to achieve competitive advantage, and specifically

- to sustain performance that creates more value for shareholders
- to maintain the margins of products, despite severe pressure
- to re-define processes and structures to eliminate costs
- to harmonise systems and technologies to exploit synergies
- to establish collaborative relationships to support e-commerce
- to manage complexity in a network of businesses and achieve international consistency
- to generate transformational and iterative change
- to create a world-class image.

---

*The World is Flat: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005*
Effective management of the supply chain aligns and controls interactions between supply and demand:

**Common managerial challenges**

**Managing costs and optimising service**

Disruptions to worldwide demand and supply can unbalance operations and devastate bottom lines. Structures that suit one business cycle may not suit the next.

During a cycle of growth, executives seek to promote that expansion. So they look for economies of scale, set the supply chain up to enhance service, and design structures to be flexible and scalable.

But during a downturn, the structure and costs of the supply chain offer an obvious place to seek savings. An under-used supply chain threatens profitability. Once priorities have been understood, risks must be assessed - and managed out. Even so, executives must be careful not to cause lasting damage to vital operations and customers' satisfaction.

In a stable business, leaders need to exploit ways to optimise the supply chain – to balance the requirements of demand with the constraints of supply. This
managing the supply chain requires sound decisions, based on reliable data and robust analysis, to manage the costs of the supply chain and optimise service.

**Restructuring the supply chain**

The decision to restructure a supply chain can also spring from the need:

- to integrate a division or an acquired business, by merger and acquisition (M and A)
- to restore profitability
- to change the operating model in a fundamental way
- to cope with significant changes in the market or business strategy
- to prepare for eventual disinvestment.

These challenge the supply chain:

- to consolidate volumes – but where and how?
- to select new sources of supply and supply chain partners
- to relocate sites and operations – particularly in foreign cultures
- to re-shape the organisation
- to change business processes – and reduce complexity
- to set up controls to measure and report on performance and complement information systems
- to set up constructive employee relations – to ensure a smooth transition.

**Establishing supply chain partners, processes and structures**

International trends - lower barriers for low-cost entrants, wider choice for customers, innovations in technology, and the environment - can all shorten the useful life of processes and structures. To stay competitive, companies must exploit these trends, often by developing more efficient, effective and robust processes, structures and partners. Procurement in lower-cost economies (in more distant and riskier spots) needs more sophisticated processes to plan and manage the supply chain. But it may not be necessary to revamp the whole structure. Carefully planned and executed initiatives can affect performance as profoundly as a major re-structuring.
Trends in the management of the supply chain

Every big firm wants to set up and run a world-beating supply chain. And globalisation has quickly exposed any failure to find new markets and economies of scale or to procure or manufacture at the lowest cost. The relentless pursuit of ‘more for less’ in each sector promotes new and better ways of operating. The effective management of the supply chain now tends:

- to reduce stocks of materials and finished goods and to improve service, reducing lead times and fulfilling orders more frequently. A leaner supply chain configured for service boosts the ability to supply ‘more for less’

- to cut cost, which makes outsourcing popular for selected functions in particular locations. The emergence of efficient providers in low-cost economies also propels functions - principally manufacturing and assembly - towards off-shoring

- to invest heavily - and to collaborate with other companies - in sales and operations planning (S and OP). Sectors such as Aerospace and Defence, with lots of locations and suppliers, find it hard to predict demand and manufacturing capacity. Poor data produce poor plans – with attendant delays, under-utilisation, on-costs and customers’ dissatisfaction

- to form consortia with other companies (usually non-competitors operating overseas) to procure consolidated services at lower unit cost

- to analyse risks and shape contingencies. Urgency, the removal of surplus capacity, the consolidation of volumes, and globalisation put the supply chain at greater risk. One failure in the tightly balanced system could lead to catastrophe. So big firms must know how to gauge risks and draw up contingencies

- to exploit advances in information technology, achieve carbon-neutral status and form huge, multi-mode distribution companies.
Improving value for shareholders

Improvements in the supply chain can boost value for shareholders, profitability and capital.

The shareholder value tree

- **Value for shareholders**
  - **Profitability**
    - **Revenue**
    - **Costs**
      - **Cost of goods sold (COGS)**
      - **Productivity of assets**
      - **Cost of business operations**
      - **Costs of manufacturing, conversion and procurement**
  - **Working capital**
    - **Inventories of raw, part-finished and finished products**
    - **Order-to-cash cycle time**
  - **Fixed capital**
    - Physical assets
      - Plants, warehouses, trucks, offices and supporting locations

Influence of improvements in the supply chain

- **New markets**
- **Higher prices**
- **Service to customers**
- **Out of stock**
- **Cost of goods sold (COGS)**
- **Productivity of assets**
- **Cost of business operations**
- **Costs of manufacturing, conversion and procurement**
- **Inventories of raw, part-finished and finished products**
- **Order-to-cash cycle time**
- Physical assets
  - Plants, warehouses, trucks, offices and supporting locations

Typical targeted benefits

- 1 - 5% margin
- 10 - 30% costs
- 10 - 30% inventory
- 10 - 30% assets
Why improve now?

The unstable business environment and dynamic operating conditions require that companies improve responsiveness and reduce costs. Financial exposure (from reduced sales and high debt) makes cost-efficiency and a better use of assets crucial to survival.
A framework for designing the supply chain

Collinson Grant’s framework for designing a supply chain has four integrated stages: strategy; operating model; processes and systems; and organisational structure.

- **Strategy for the supply chain** – a rigorous analysis of the external environment, market dynamics and organisational capabilities results in a clear statement of what the supply chain can be expected to achieve and to cost and of how it should operate in the markets and locations served, give competitive advantage and maximise value for shareholders.

- **Operating model** – defining an operating model to realise the strategy demands the generation, evaluation and selection of options, resulting in a clear statement of how the supply chain will operate and an overview of the partners, processes and structures required. On completion of this process, the organisation will have clearly understood the options and the rationale for preferring one to another, and will have selected the most desirable operating model.

- **Processes and systems** - the discipline of defining the appropriate processes and systems shows how new capabilities will be applied and how they will operate. A supply chain allows many interactions (and mergers of data) between its internal and external partners. It will also result in a business case and plan for implementation to show when and how the targeted value can be obtained.

- **Organisational structure** – the structure must complement the operating model, the roles of partners and the emerging infrastructure of processes and systems. It will define how new capabilities will be implemented and how people, processes and systems will interact.
The framework shows the four desirable attributes of a supply chain: it should be aligned, affordable, accountable and agile. Each quality can be found at the interface between two of the stages.

- **Aligned** - the operating model must be aligned with the strategy for the supply chain. Lack of alignment will impair the implementation of the overall business strategy.

- **Affordable** - the processes and systems need to be affordable. Too ambitious or sophisticated a method of planning and executing the operating model will burden the business with unnecessary costs.

- **Accountable** - clear accountabilities and responsibilities should be set for all the parts of the supply chain. Great care must be taken to communicate effectively and define all roles and responsibilities.

- **Agile** - the organisation should be agile (scaleable and flexible) and able to accommodate changes in the strategy.

The components of each stage of the framework are:
Strategy for the supply chain

**Problems and causes** – at an early stage a series of assessments should define the organisation’s strategic problem(s) and their causes - any lack of capacity, capability or performance threatening the growth or survival of the company.

**Opportunities and constraints** - this will reveal which opportunities in the supply chain have the most potential to increase value: perhaps to manufacture in low-cost markets; to consolidate logistics at hubs; or to contract out major parts of the supply chain.

**The objectives, strategies, policies and requirements of the centre and of the business units** - the strategy for the supply chain will necessarily be closely linked to the plans for the corporate centre and the business units. Collaboration on customers, supply and value will heavily influence the strategy.

**Products, markets and customer segments** - a supply chain has a major influence on whether and how an organisation should sell new products in new markets. For example, low-cost supply may offer lucrative margins, but the infrastructure for manufacturing and logistics may be of low quality, increasing risk.

**Available capabilities and resources** - the organisation will evaluate its operational and organisational capabilities and either spot gaps that require improvement or temper the strategy to the constraints.

**Expectations on performance and cost** - the service (e.g. lead times and frequencies) required by internal and external customers will influence cost. An optimal position has to be determined.

**Case for change** - a clear statement - what will change, why it will be worth it and how it will be done - in qualitative and financial terms.

**Channels of supply and distribution** - this states how the organisation’s products get to the customer. It will show where a change in ownership occurs. For example, an organisation could sell its products directly to customers, and manage the entire supply chain itself. Many choose to manage a network of country-based manufacturers, wholesalers and distributors until volume has been built up in a new market.

**Business problems and causes**

Reasons for failure in a supply chain can be very complex. They range from small deficiencies in each function – such as a lack of alignment with objectives – to a major problem with a particular function – such as the quality of manufacturing. The root cause must be found before any change can be made. The following table matches problems to causes, showing how the customer’s difficulties spring from the supply chain. It results in a clear statement of what capabilities need to improve. Similar exercises should be done for all the known trouble spots in the supply chain.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Root cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Sub-optimal capacity management of high-value capital equipment</td>
<td>The Bus have no clear view of the assets available. No central function or owner responsible for all resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Poor use of resources leading to higher costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Poor estimating of order/job costs with insufficient accuracy. (Margins are adversely affected)</td>
<td>Few established and documented commercial guidelines and disciplines for job costing results in the Sales function resorting to educated guesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>The operators doing the work have little knowledge of the product or appreciation of the customer’s technical problems and their potential remedy</td>
<td>The resources that already exist in the businesses are under used. There is insufficient pooling of knowledge and understanding of the necessary dependencies and interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Failed promises caused by conflicting communication on commitments (between Sales and Business Units) to the customer; resulting in delays and excessive turnaround times</td>
<td>Sales and Business Units do not have the same information about customers information. Sales cannot see the demand on the Operations function and where there might be better availability, thereby improving service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Poor breadth of capability in product lines. The primary skill sets reside in very few product lines</td>
<td>Few centres of excellence pool the knowledge to enhance technical capability. Lack of focus. Lack of agility. Little effort is spent on scenario planning and contingency planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Poor capabilities and formal disciplines in production scheduling. Disciplines are followed sporadically</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Lack of responsiveness to the customer’s needs and expectations after initial engagement</td>
<td>Sub-optimal structure and no clear accountabilities. Variation on who will communicate with the customer on aspects of service management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A financial waterfall can be an effective way to present the impact of initiatives in the supply chain on the organisation's overall financial performance.

- Adaptable and straightforward
- Can be used for static data or time series
- Can mix negative and positive financial integers
- Can be used qualitatively to represent good and bad qualities - where value is created and where it is destroyed
- Start point is the top (or bottom) of each bar moving left to right.
Operating model

Operational problems and causes - an early stage will consist of a series of assessments that examine the organisation’s operational problems and confirm their nature and causes. These will be related to some (or many) of the challenges mentioned earlier.

Customers’ (service) requirements - each major function in the supply chain has service level requirements. Some - procurement, manufacturing, logistics and support - have distinct needs. Each one looks to its internal customer to provide a defined performance typically related to responsiveness (such as lead time to fulfil an order and the frequency of order fulfilment). It also involves so-called ‘added value’ services, the supplier undertaking to do some aspects of its customer’s work (for example, a distribution company may pick, pack and label shipments, as well as deliver them). Requirements will vary by product and customer segment.

Scope - a clear statement of the functional and geographical boundaries of the supply chain. Higher-level statements can be set earlier on, but a detailed knowledge of the strategy itself and of the customer’s requirements will produce a detailed statement on which to base specific improvements in the supply chain.

Operating policies - these state the policies and rules to be implemented or observed by each function (for example, procurement shall be with end suppliers and not agents; manufacturing shall contract out the assembly of the final product; logistics shall ship full loads, using the lowest-cost carriers).

Integrated process model - this states the primary (or common business) processes for the organisation and how they integrate. The processes embody the rules, activities, responsibilities, structures, forums and systems necessary to co-ordinate and align decisions and action. Though easily said, this poses the most complex of challenges for an organisation.

Capabilities and resources - these will be a product of the operating model and the processes in the supply chain. Gap analysis will indicate whether the mix of capabilities and resources seems appropriate. An inappropriate mix will be resolved by adding (or reducing) internal or external capabilities and resources.

Roles and responsibilities - the processes will be mapped against each supply chain partner to confirm their several obligations. A number of charts (e.g. one for each business function) will be produced to state who should be responsible, accountable, consulted or informed (RACI) for each process (and sub-process).

Physical supply chain network - this will state the major nodes and flows in the supply chain. It will result from extensive ‘flow path’ modelling to optimise the costs and service within the constraints set by the requirements for service.
Integrated process model

The chart shows how organisations integrate their demand and supply side functions in the supply chain. This top level view shows the decisions, by function and time. Integrated processes can produce significant financial benefits by aligning plans within and throughout a business function. A more detailed stage of design will flesh out each process in the supply chain.
RACI map

The following table maps what different entities in the supply chain do in different locations to manage suppliers, specifying them unambiguously as responsible, accountable, consulted or informed (RACI). This exercise should be done before more detailed process mapping. It sets the stage and focuses the minds of those involved. Similar exercises should be done for other processes and/or business units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier Management Process</th>
<th>European BU</th>
<th>North American BU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td>Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Family A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage specifications</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage procurement</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage tendering</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review proposals</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage contracts</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage supplier relationships</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage projects</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Acct/Resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Family B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage specifications</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage procurement</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage tendering</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review proposals</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage contracts</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Not involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage supplier relationships</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage projects</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Family C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage specifications</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage procurement</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage tendering</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review proposals</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage contracts</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Not involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage supplier relationships</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Not involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage projects</td>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>Not involved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accountable: person who is ultimately accountable and has Yes/No/Veto
Responsible: person who performs an activity or does the work
Consult: person who needs to react and contribute to the activity
Inform: person who needs to know of the decision or action

Logistics network

Dynamic conditions require a frequent review of the logistics network and the options to restructure it. This is usually performed using analytical tools that will optimise the number and location of operating sites and inventory locations, given parameters. The principal factors that influence the design of a logistics network, and their (indicative) relative importance, are:

- locations of customers
- service levels
- locations of suppliers
- physical volumes
- value density of products
- distribution channels
- operating sites/inventory locations
- regulatory and tax policies and constraints.
Processes and systems

**Functional requirements** – these may be data or features of the process or system necessary for the effective management of activities. They may assist the execution of orders or decisions and could be the inputs or outputs necessary for activities (for example, purchase orders should state specific codes; manufacturing schedules should ‘roll up’ from daily to weekly views; customs paperwork should be electronically attached to customers’ orders et cetera).

**Supply chain processes** – these show the processes that span business functions (such as those for managing purchase orders, production, inventory, sales orders and fulfilment, and finance). A process describes in detail how operations will be planned. This will build on the integrated process model developed in the previous stage. Planning happens on many levels in an organisation – from strategy to execution. Each operations plan created by a business function triggers decisions throughout the organisation. Unaligned decisions (in functions or timescales) can be costly and difficult to reverse. Operations planning states how processes shall be integrated to encompass a more effective and efficient translation of true demand for the corresponding products and services.

**Activities and tasks** – the events that comprise a process, named, described and associated with other events (such as dependencies and interfaces) may be broken down into specific (transactional) tasks (for example, raise purchase order, determine capacities at manufacturing plants, report cost variances - all supply chain activities).

**Measures of performance** – a balanced scorecard will present the appropriate financial and operational measures. This should support rapid insights and enhance decision-making. It will help the supply chain focus on the objectives it has been set, while providing access to the right information at the right levels within the organisation.

**Information systems** – these, a fundamental requirement in any supply chain, can be configured at enterprise level (enterprise resource planning systems such as SAP or Oracle) or at individual plants and logistics sites (manufacturing or logistics systems). Integration, a complex exercise, configures and joins up systems to produce the required outcomes and present a seamless experience for the users.

**Skills** – the skills required to manage the processes, activities and tasks, subdivided into pure skills (for example, the ability to use systems and manage an activity or function), knowledge (for example, supply markets in Asia) and competences (for example, leadership).

**Architecture of the information systems**

The architecture of the new information systems (IS) should be defined during the design of the processes. Each will influence the other. The vision for IS must show how new and existing systems will work together. The following example shows how the primary processes should interact, and where the business units will transact and with which systems. The vision for the IS sets
the stage for defining gaps with current IS, procuring new systems, and drawing up detailed processes to meet the requirements.
Process design – ‘stop, start, continue’

The design of processes for a large enterprise. The following table shows the order fulfilment process for a field service and repair organisation. Here, the integrated transactions between a new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system (for example, SAP, Oracle) and the current site systems can be better understood, by stating the activities that will stop, start or continue. More complex process mapping should be a subsequent step, once the integrated picture is clear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enterprise Resource Planning system</th>
<th>Production system (at site)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receive customer’s Purchase Order (PO)</td>
<td>Input customer’s orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive planned Inventory Order (IO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Sales Order (SO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan Production Job Order (JO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue PO to external suppliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue JO to internal Production</td>
<td>Create SO to mirror the JO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan JO for Field Services. Apply Work Break Down Structure (WBS)</td>
<td>Plan SO for Production. Apply WBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue JO to Field Services. Produce a detailed plan/schedule</td>
<td>Issue JO to Production. Produce a detailed production plan. Schedule production for goods, labour and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produce a detailed inventory plan. Schedule inventory at multiple part number detail. Receive freight, tax and other costs into the system</td>
<td>Produce a detailed inventory plan. Schedule inventory at multiple part number detail. Serialised inventory. Receive freight, tax and other costs into the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise Purchase Requisition and issue PO to external supplier</td>
<td>Raise POR and issue PO to external supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfill JO and execute logistics</td>
<td>Manage production, fulfill JO, execute logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive invoice from external supplier/close PO</td>
<td>Receive invoice from external supplier/close PO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive external PO and close SO/JO</td>
<td>Invoice Enterprise System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invoice customer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activities that will: **Start** | **Stop** | **Continue**
Organisational structure

Organisational policies - this will state which parts of the organisation should be responsible for the functions of the supply chain. For example, it may be a matrix model for the supply chain - one business unit (BU) may manage buying on behalf of all BUs, or may control all manufacturing plants in the organisation, or could provide a corporate logistics service for the whole organisation. Alternatively the policy might be for each BU to have an independent supply chain. Corporate strategy has a heavy influence.

Organisational design and structure - translates the operating model into tangible results; to manage assets, control resources and create wealth. It provides a framework in which people can excel and contribute positively to the success of the supply chain. It should have the ability to renew itself and to adapt to emerging situations and changing circumstances. The structure of the supply chain also has a major influence on costs and competitiveness.

Roles and jobs - the processes and activities will determine the necessary roles and the managerial accountabilities and responsibilities, combined in fully specified jobs.

Managerial controls - these will be defined to monitor performance and prompt the right managerial behaviour (for example, buying authorisation levels, inventory controls and cycles of review meetings).

Performance management - the ability to manage performance equips an organisation to organise the supply chain, control costs, mitigate risk and find innovative ways to improve its effectiveness. Efforts to manage performance more effectively will involve changes to metrics, reporting, methods of analysis, planning, budgeting and forecasting.

People and recruitment - people in the organisation will be given specific jobs. Any gaps in capabilities and resources could be resolved by a programme of recruitment (for example, of people with experience of new supply markets, manufacturing in new countries or expertise in managing complex freight shipments) or training.

Training - a training programme may focus on developing skills, knowledge and competences (in, for example, systems, business functions or management).
Supply chain organisation

The following chart shows the organisation of the supply chain of a second-tier supplier of components to the Aerospace and Defence sector. In this organisation, production consists of the assembly of components from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs).
Our approach

A programme to improve the supply chain should proceed via stage gates, signing off specific elements of the design before going on to the next stage. The adopted methodology could be whatever the organisation is accustomed to, or one recognised and supported by The Office of Government Commerce (for example, PRINCE, Managing Successful Programmes).
Collinson Grant knows how to restructure and relocate operations, re-design organisations, improve performance, boost the effectiveness of supply chains, analyse the value chain, adopt lean processes, and plan shared services.

We help large organisations all over Europe and in the United States to achieve better operational results - supporting senior managers on projects to transform performance, strengthen competitiveness and increase profits. We build long-term relationships, and have worked for several clients for over thirty years.

Capability – we have deep managerial and sectoral knowledge, and wide experience. We recognise the problems and opportunities faced by managers in large international businesses. And we know how to design projects and programmes to achieve the desired outcomes.

Value – we emphasise results and value-for-money. We expect to give a substantial return on the investment in us. So we do not recommend action unless the outcome will be worth it. That is why we tackle assignments that make our return entirely dependent on the results we achieve.

Our work centres on costs, productivity, organisation and people. We bring a fresh approach to old problems and have the personal skills to manage change with the minimum of disruption. We combine these skills to help companies:

- to restructure and integrate supply chains - following internal reviews to improve profits or acquisitions
- to improve the productivity of supply chains - we examine every process and interface to improve efficiency and service
- to set up financial and managerial controls - we create robust systems to improve decision-making and reduce risks
- to refine business processes and introduce lean processes - we analyse and improve how work is done, and use new ways to create change and make it stick
- to cut costs - we make systematic analyses of overheads, direct costs, and the profitability of customers and products. This helps managers to understand complexity, and to take firm steps to reduce it
- to manage people - we draw up pay schemes and put them into effect, guide managers on employee relations and employment law, get better performance from people, and manage redundancy.
Costs  People  Organisation

Productivity  Performance  Restructuring

United Kingdom  Mainland Europe  United States of America

Complexity, Direct costs, Employee relations,
Employment law, Implementing change, Integrating organisations, Lean,
Managerial controls, Organisational design, Overheads, Performance management,
Pricing, Process improvement, Procurement, Reward, Supply chain,
Transitional management, Value chain analysis, Workforce planning

collinsongrant.com